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Longitudinal spin relaxation time of electrons photodetached from rubidium anion (Rb-) in tetrahydrofuran
(THF) solution was found to depend on the excitation wavelength (λ ) 532, 640, and 720 nm). Spin relaxation
rate vs photon energy exhibits a parabolic dependence, which corresponds to the conduction band profile of
THF. This unique behavior is attributed to the spin-polarized photoelectrons interacting with rubidium atoms
(Rb•) generated in the same photoprocess. Analysis of the results suggests that the photoelectrons exhibit
high mobility, an essential feature for spin injection through interfaces.

Introduction

Spin electronics is based on electron spin transfer through
interfaces,1 where spin is carried over from one site to another,
similar to charge transfer through interfaces in semiconductors.
Experiments indicate that injection of spin-polarized photoelec-
trons (ep

-) generated in rubidium-tetrahydrofuran (Rb/THF)
solutions through the liquid-metal interface is feasible by
applying an electric field across platinum electrodes.2 The
inverse relation between the yield of the spin-polarized photo-
electrons and the voltage is indicative of high-mobility electrons.
It also confirms previous results showing the different physical
properties of ep

- as compared to low-mobility solvated elec-
trons, es

-.3-5

In this communication we present a new approach of
elucidating the physical nature of ep

- by investigating its
electron spin relaxation and relating the results with the
phenomenon of spin injection through interfaces.

Experimental Section

EPR experiments were carried out on a Bruker ESP-380
pulsed EPR spectrometer interfaced to a dye laser (Continuum,

TDL-60) pumped by Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, 661-2D)
producing a 20 Hz pulse rate of 12 ns duration and an energy
of 0.01 J/pulse. For a detailed description of sample preparation
and EPR detection, see earlier studies.3,5,6 Three Rb/THF
samples with the same metal concentration (10-4 M) were
investigated. Each sample was examined at three different
wavelengths of photoexcitation,λ ) 532, 640, and 720 nm,
and for each wavelength, 3-4 runs were carried out.

Results and Discussion

Typical time-dependent spectra of ep
- formed by photoexci-

tation of Rb/THF solution (λ ) 640 nm) are shown in Figure
1a. All spectra are in emission with a line width of∼0.2 MHz,
in agreement with previous results.3,5 The same behavior was
observed for the other wavelengths used. The temporal behavior
of the spectra (Figure 1a) shows that the EPR signal disappears
within a few tens of microseconds, and the ratio between the
highest and the equilibrium values of spin polarization is∼30.5
Figure 1b shows the dependence of the normalized EPR signal
intensities,I/I0, vs the delay times between the laser pulse and
microwave detection,τd. The values ofI0 were taken atτd )
1 µs in order to escape instrumental and polarization buildupX Abstract published inAdVance ACS Abstracts,April 15, 1997.
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effects and also to treat pure exponential decays, namely

wherek1(i) ) 1/T1(i) is the spin relaxation rate constant which
is plotted for different samples,i, and photon energies,Ep (in
Figure 2a).
The conspicuous decreases ink1(i) upon increase of the

excitation wavelength can be interpreted semiqualitatively by
the following analytical description

wherek10(i) is a parameter independent ofEp but depends on
sample conditions. For example, for a freshly prepared sample
k10 ) 0, while for samples that were stored for a longer period
(a few days)k10 > 0.7 The apparent threshold energy,Eth′,
and the constant parameterAwere obtained by the curve fitting,
with values of 1.59( 0.10 eV and 0.19( 0.01µs-1 eV-1/2,
respectively. The shifts within the curves (Figure 2a) are due
to differentk10 values. It is noteworthy that thek1 value obtained
for a freshly prepared sample is in agreement with previous
results taken atλ ) 532 nm only.5 The justification for using
eq 2 in the analysis of the results will be given in the next
sections.
Energetic of Rb/THF Solutions. Figure 2b represents the

energy scheme of Rb/THF solution and the processes that are
associated with photoexcitation. In reference to this scheme,
several points are discussed.
1. For noncrystalline media as liquids, the distribution of

energy states does not differ considerably from the correspond-
ing distribution in a crystal.8 With this concept, the valence
and conduction bands of THF are presented in Figure 2b. In
this schemeN(E) dE is the number of states per unit volume
available for an electron possessing energy betweenE andE+
dE. Each energy band in amorphous material can be divided
into two regions: (i) where the mean-free path,L, of the electron
(characterized by its wavenumber,k) is large, i.e.,kL . 1; (ii)
where the interaction with phonons and impurities gives rise to
strong scattering, i.e., a short mean-free path,kL ≈ 1. In the
former case, deviation of the density of states from the free-
electron approach much be small, and thus, the density of states
is given by:8

The latter case occurs near the edges of the valence and
conduction bands,8 where the energy states are localized.9

Anderson’s localized states in the tails of the conduction and
valence bands of THF are schematically shown in Figure 2b.
A critical sharp energy,Ec (the mobility edge), separates the
region having high mobility (µe) of delocalized electrons from
that of the relatively low mobility of localized electrons. For
electrons injected aboveEc, metallic behavior is expected. In
fact, a high mobility of electrons in electric fields has been
observed in a number of liquids.10 On the other hand,
conductivity of localized electrons exhibits an activation energy,
and their drift motion proceeds usually via thermally activated
hopping.11 As a rule, theEc-value does not exceed a few tenths
of an electronvolt above the conduction band edge.8 The
distance ofEc from the vacuum level (taken as zero energy) is
also a few tenths of an electronvolt. Thus, for simplicity we
takeEc ) -0.6 eV, which is in line withEc-values in other
solutions.12,13

2. Dissolution of Rb in THF is accompanied by the reactions

where the subscript s stands for the solvated species. Since in
nonirradiated solutions the solvated electron is not observed,5

ion pairs which involved solvated electrons will not be
considered. Unlike Rbs

+, electrons can be detached from the
stable species Rbs

- by visible light, and this case will be
considered.
If one does not account for ion-pair formation, the energy of

Rbs
-, relative to the vacuum, is given by11

Figure 1. (a) FT-EPR spectra of ep
- (in emission) taken at different

delay times between the laser pulse and microwave detection,τd. All
spectra were taken atT ) 180 K andλ ) 640 nm. Similar spectra
were obtained at other wavelengths. (b) Normalized signal intensities
vs τd, taken at three wavelengths of photoexcitation. Solid lines are
curves employing eq 1.

Figure 2. (a) Relation between the relaxation rate constant,k1(i), and
photon energy,Ep, for different Rb/THF solutions: (1) freshly-prepared;
(2) 1-day old; (3) 3-days old. Best-fit analysis was carried out with
eq 2 as described in the text. (b) Energetics of a typical Rb/THF
solution, focusing on Rb- and THF. The energy of Rb- was estimated
via eq 8,Ec is the mobility edge (also known asV0, see ref. 11),Eth is
the experimental value of the threshold energy taken from the best-fit
analysis (eq 2 and Figure 2a), andEs is the energy of the hydrated
electron (ref 21). Notice the parabolic shape of the conduction band
(dashed line) which corresponds to the experimental parabolic depen-
dence shown in Figure 2a.
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where EA is the electron affinity of RB• (EA ) 0.486 eV14)
andP- is the polarization energy of Rb-, which can be estimated
by Born’s formula15,16

wheree0 is the electron charge,R is the ionic radius including
the first solvation shell,17 andεs is the static dielectric constant,
which is 11.5 for THF at 180 K.18 Thus, forR) 6 Å,19 P- )
-1.2 eV. Because of the ion-pair formation (Rbs

+, Rbs
-), the

Coulombic term should also be considered16

whered is the distance between ions in the pair and the constant
2 is related to the refractive index. A reasonable ratio ofd/R
) 1.5 results inC≈ 0.6 eV. The energy level of Rb- (relative
to the vacuum) is calculated to be

and is shown in Figure 2b with a Gaussian distribution, reflecting
the temporal fluctuation of a single energy level of Rb-.20

3. Electrons in the conduction band are more energetic than
solvated electrons, es

-. Thus in time course, the former should
transform into solvated species.21 Nevertheless, and in line with
previous results, no solvated electrons could be detected at low
Rb- concentration (Rb- e 10-4 M), even after a few minutes
of laser irradiation (tens of thousands of laser shots).5,22

Detection of solvated electrons by EPR becomes possible at
higher Rb- concentrations, especially upon addition of chelates.3-5

So far, there is no adequate mechanism that accounts for the
absence of detectable solvated electrons at low Rb- concentra-
tion. It is conceivable that the life time es

- is too short,
probably due to a quenching mechanism that may involve
rubidium cations. Chelates, on the other hand, prevent such a
process due to their screening effects.
Photodetachment. In the gas phase, photodetachment (pd)

from Rb-, at ∼600 nm, proceeds with approximately equal
probability either to the excited Rb•(2P1/2,3/2) states, yielding slow
electrons, or to the Rb•(2S1/2) ground state, ejecting very fast
electrons.22 In solution, due to solute-solvent interactions, the
energy level of Rbs

-(1S0) is blue-shifted and 500-700 nm
excitation yields the ground state, Rb•(2S1/2), namely

The concentration of the products is given by

wherekpd is the rate constant of photodetachment andτ1p ) 12
ns is the laser-pulse duration.kpd can be expressed askpd )
σpdJ, whereσpd is the cross section of the photoprocess andJ
is the photon flux through a unit area during the laser pulse (J
) W1/(EpA1) whereW1 is the laser pulse energy andA1 is the
cross-sectional area of the laser beam) and [ep

-] ≈ (3-10) ×
1012 cm-3 is the concentration of ejected photoelectrons,
detected by EPR.5

Electron ejection, via photodetachment, from sodium anion
dissolved in hexamethylphosphoric triamide23 and anthracene

anion in THF24 consists of direct bound-continuum transitions
and bound-bound transitions with autoionization into con-
tinuum. Inspection of Figure 2b points out that bound-
continuum transitions (direct or via autoionization) can also
occur in Rb/THF.
The cross section for photodetachment into the conduction

band continuum is given by25,26

whereEth is the energy distance between Rb- and the threshold
of the parabolic conduction band of THF. In the free electron
model approximation, (Ep - Eth) is the kinetic energy of quasi-
free electrons,N(Ep - Eth) is the density of states in the
conduction band,Ψd andΨc are the electron wave functions
in initial discrete and final continuum states, andPB is the electric
dipole operator of Rb-. Combining eqs 3, 10, and 11 results
in the expression for the photodetachment yield

wherea andb are constants to be matched with our experimental
conditions andEth can be directly related toEth′ (eq 2). For all
samples, best-fit lines exhibit the same parabolic dependence
upon Ep, which corresponds to the conduction band profile
(indicated by the dashed curve) in Figure 2b.
Spin Relaxation Mechanism. The parallel relaxation chan-

nels in eq 2 can be rewritten as

The first channel7 indicates a slow reaction (probably with
impurities). However, the wavelength-dependent relaxation
term warrants further discussion.
In the conduction band of metals, the dominant relaxation

mechanisms are due to spin exchange via electron-electron
collisions and electron scattering on paramagnetic centers.27

Because of the high mobility of the conduction electrons,
electron dipole-dipole and electron-nuclear hyperfine interac-
tions are effectively averaged to zero.
In Rb/THF, both paramagnetic species, i.e., the electron and

rubidium atoms, are generated via photodetachment (eq 9).
Taking into account electron-electron and electron-rubidium
scattering, a rate constant of the longitudinal spin relaxation
can be expressed as

whereDe is the diffusion coefficient of the photoelectron,Re
and Rr are the collision distances for electron-electron and
electron-atom pairs, andpe andpr are the probabilities of spin
relaxation per collision. Since quasi-free electrons are devoid
of a solvent shell,Rr . Re must be fulfilled, and eqs 12 and 14
result in

which is the theoretical derivation that coincides with the relation
given by eq 2 (cf. Figure 2a).
On the basis of the experimental values ofk1 and [ep

-] and
assuming thatRr ≈ 10-7-10-6 cm, we can estimate the product
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prDe in eq 15 to be 10-3-10-2 cm2/s. Sincepr e 1, we obtain
that De g 10-3 cm2/s. The mobility of the electrons can be
estimated through Einstein’s relation28

whereµe is the electron mobility in the electric field. This
approximation results in the inequalityµe g 0.1 cm2/Vs.29 This
value is higher than for solvated electrons in THF (3× 10-3

cm2/Vs)30 but lower than for electrons in a different ether,
hexamethyldisiloxane (22 cm2/Vs).10 Measurements carried out
at high temperature point out that a conduction band exists in
ethers.30 Probably, the mobility of photoelectrons in THF and
other ethers is associated with the two-state model, where
electron jumps between delocalized and localized states with
relatively large fraction of the time in the delocalized conduction
band.10,31

Conclusion

To realize spin transfer (transfer of spin polarization) through
the liquid/solid interface, two essential conditions should be
fulfilled. The first condition requires that the probability of spin
flip onto the surface be low. Apparently, this requirement is
being fulfilled in our system. For metals, such a probability
which allows spin transfer in the metal-metal interface, as
recently demonstrated by Johnson,1c is of 10-6-10-5.27 The
second condition, namely sufficiently high mobility of spin
carriers in liquid, is also feasible according to the results of the
present study utilizing photoelectrons as carriers.
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